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Go Electric Inc. Hires Energy Industry Veteran as VP of Sales and Marketing
ANDERSON, IN, November 29, 2017 — Go Electric Inc., an emerging leader of energy resiliency
and microgrid solutions, today announced the addition of accomplished manufacturing professional,
Coryn DeGrands, to the company’s executive team. A former sales and operations executive for
energy management solutions manufacturers including Emerson Electric, Siemens Industry, and
Johnson Controls, DeGrands joins Go Electric as Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
“We’re thrilled to be adding Coryn to the Go Electric team,” said Lisa Laughner, CEO and President of Go
Electric. “Her knowledge and experience leading sales efforts for top energy management and critical
infrastructure manufacturers will prove invaluable in reinforcing Go Electric’s position as a go-to supplier
of microgrid and uninterruptible power solutions for military, utility, commercial and industrial
customers.”
As Vice President of Sales and Marketing, DeGrands will leverage her experience in global sales leadership
and general management positions to build the Go Electric brand and continue driving customers to the
company’s behind-the-meter energy solutions. While serving as VP & GM of Johnson Controls’ Federal
Building Automation Solutions business focusing on turnkey building efficiency solutions, DeGrands
restructured global operations to drive operational efficiency and increased customer value. Before this,
DeGrands led the global sales operations and customer service team for datacenter solution provider,
Emerson Network Power, where she initiated an end-to-end customer experience transformation, driven
by voice of the customer. Earlier in her career, DeGrands led a global turnkey power generation,
distribution, and energy management services sales team for Siemens Industry, serving a multitude of
vertical markets, including Federal, utility, municipalities, industrial, commercial construction, and
institutions.
“After 20 years of growth and development in corporate America, I’m excited to translate that knowledge
toward helping build a business that really speaks to my core values and principles,” said DeGrands. “Go
Electric designs and builds solutions that solve the universal problem of energy resiliency for our
customers while minimizing environmental impact through the use of renewable energy sources. I’m very
excited and proud to be joining this team of extremely accomplished engineering and commercial
professionals who drive innovation every day.”

About Go Electric Inc.
Go Electric Inc. is a provider of customer-side-of-the-meter battery energy storage microgrid solutions
that deliver uninterruptible power to facilities and forward operating bases, lower energy costs, integrate
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renewables and provide grid-stabilizing energy services to utilities. Go Electric is headquartered in
Anderson, Indiana at the Flagship Enterprise Center and has offices in Brooklyn and Honolulu. More
information about Go Electric can be found at www.goelectricinc.com
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